Structural Analysis
- Exercise 2 Script -

Directions: Using the lists of common prefixes, roots, and suffixes, complete the words below so that they maintain the correct meanings in the sentences.

micro  multi  bio  ist  post  non  semi  trans  bi  sub  kilo  phobia

1. A pharmac__________ is a person who dispenses medication.
   (Answer: ist)

2. After the birth of her baby, Meredith experienced __________partum depression for several weeks.
   (Answer: post)

3. The engineering company had a reputation for high quality work; therefore, when Frank’s work became __________standard, he was fired from the firm.
   (Answer: sub)

4. Verbal communication can be very powerful; however, __________verbal communication can be equally strong.
   (Answer: non)

5. Canada is a __________cultural society because its people originate from many different backgrounds.
   (Answer: multi)

6. Over the past few years, several __________graphies have been written about the life of Princess Diana.
   (Answer: bio)

7. Paul suffers from agora__________; therefore, he lives alone and never goes into crowds of people.
   (Answer: phobia)
8. Jello is a good example of a __________-solid substance.
   (Answer: semi)

9. Even though mammals are very large creatures, scientists can still learn a great deal about them by studying the animals’ tiny cells under __________scopes.
   (Answer: micro)

10. Canada has a good __________continental highway which can take you all the way from Eastern Canada to Western Canada.
    (Answer: trans)

11. Leaving her training wheels behind, the confident little girl pedaled her new __________cycle around the block.
    (Answer: bi)

12. The track athletes running in the one thousand metre race are running the equivalent of one __________metre.
    (Answer: kilo)